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I baited jaguar trap, research worker says

10/17/12 3:15 AM

I baited jaguar trap, research worker says
Attorney general opens investigation into capture | Biologist denies telling worker to use scat to
lure cat | State claimed Macho B's capture was inadvertent
APRIL 02, 2009 12:00 AM • BY TONY DAVIS AND TIM STELLER
ARIZONA DAILY STAR

A trap the state says inadvertently snared the last
known wild jaguar in the United States actually
was baited with female jaguar scat, a member of
the Borderlands Jaguar Detection Project says.
Janay Brun told the Star that on Feb. 4 she put the
scat at the site of the trap that two weeks later
snared the male jaguar, known as Macho B. He
was released but recaptured 12 days later, on
March 2, because he showed signs of poor health.
He was euthanized that afternoon.
Brun, 37, said she spoke to the Star because she thinks she helped cause the death of Macho
B. "That jaguar meant a lot to me, and the fact that I mindlessly participated in this — it's a
regret I'll have for the rest of my life."
She said she put the scat out in the presence of a state Game and Fish employee and Emil
McCain, a biologist for the project. Brun alleges that McCain told her to place the scat at the
site.
In two interviews with the Star this week, McCain vehemently denied her allegations. On
Tuesday, he said Brun was fired from the project within the last month and was "completely
unreliable in the past and untrustworthy." On Wednesday, he said the project ran out of money
to pay her and that he was waiting to meet with Brun to tell her that.
The Star is not naming the Game and Fish employee Brun says was present when the scat
was placed because it has not been able to reach the person.
The state Attorney General's Office has taken over an investigation of the circumstances of the
jaguar's capture from Arizona Game and Fish. The game department, which announced the
investigation Tuesday night, would not elaborate.
Project workers have used female jaguar scat to attract jaguars, McCain and others said this
week. In 2004, the project began placing scat at locations of motion-sensing cameras where
they were attempting to photograph jaguars, two former volunteers said. Jaguars and other
cats use scents as a way to communicate, and female jaguar feces may attract male jaguars.
http://azstarnet.com/news/science/environment/i-baited-jaguar-trap-r…ticle_8fa21c82-d1c9-5750-ab9a-fd2744565e01.html?print=true&cid=print
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The borderlands jaguar project obtained female jaguar scat from the Phoenix Zoo in November
and December of last year and from the Reid Park Zoo on Feb. 18 of this year, officials of both
zoos told the Star this week. They said they understood the scat would be used to attract
jaguars to cameras, not snares.
On Dec. 10 of last year, in an e-mail exchange forwarded by Brun, McCain sent her an e-mail
saying he "just got a package of female … jag scat. Am thinking about placing it under a
certain tree. You concur?"
"Si," Brun replied in an e-mail nearly an hour later.
Brun, of Arivaca, is out of state taking care of a family matter. But she said by phone and email that she is speaking up because of the guilt she feels over the death of Macho B, whom
she had been studying since she accidentally saw him in 1999.
"I felt guilty as all hell that I never questioned Emil enough, that I didn't go back and set the
snares off or do something to get them out of there," said Brun, who has been a paid, parttime field technician for the jaguar detection project.
McCain denied having told Brun to place jaguar scat at the snare site and said he didn't know
that she had done it.
"I'm extremely shocked that she would have said that or put scat in that snare," McCain said.
"That snare was obviously for mountain lion and bear purposes, not for jaguar research."
Preparing for capture
E-mails obtained through public-records requests to Arizona Game and Fish and the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service make clear that in the two weeks before Macho B was captured, McCain
and others were preparing to capture a jaguar, even though subsequently officials emphasized
the capture was inadvertent.
On Feb. 3, the Game and Fish employee and McCain received e-mails from veterinarians
Roberto Aguilar and Sharon Deem suggesting what dosages of which drugs to use to sedate a
jaguar.
McCain followed up on Feb. 5 with an e-mail to Deem and the unnamed Game and Fish
employee clarifying that the employee "is not trying to catch a jaguar, but he is working on a
mountain lion and black bear study in an area where he may inadvertently encounter a jaguar."
On Feb. 13, McCain wrote an e-mail to Blake Henke of North Star Science and Technology,
who provided the radio collar that five days later was placed on Macho B.
"I wanted to thank you for getting the donated jaguar collar back to me so quickly," McCain
wrote. "I also wanted you to know that we have again started trapping, and that there is fresh
jaguar sign in the area."
On Feb. 16, McCain wrote to the Game and Fish employee and Henke: "At this point I think
that for the week long trapping periods in the area where we may capture a jag, I think we
should leave that collar (turned) on. Especailly (sic) given the remmoteness (sic) of the area, the
http://azstarnet.com/news/science/environment/i-baited-jaguar-trap-r…ticle_8fa21c82-d1c9-5750-ab9a-fd2744565e01.html?print=true&cid=print
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lack of internet or phone access and the once in a lifetime change (sic) to collar a AZ jag, I
think it is prudent to be 100% sure the collar is on." Naive about traps
As Brun described the scent-baiting event, it occurred on a cold evening, after she, McCain
and the Arizona Game and Fish employee had spent most of the day hiking in rugged hills
northwest of Nogales, Ariz. The trio checked sites where the borderlands project had set
camera traps to photograph passing jaguars and where Game and Fish had set snares for the
mountain lion and bear project, Brun said.
"Emil said to me, 'Janay, put the scat over there,' " Brun recalled, referring to the area of the
snare trap. "I was very naive about what the traps were. We'd used the scat before at the
(camera) traps for two months in Macho B's territory last year and no jaguars had showed up. I
didn't think he would be back in the area."
Photos of the jaguar taken on Jan. 21 had shown Macho B about 12 miles north of the
eventual trap site, Brun and McCain said. A photo taken earlier that month had shown Macho
B south of and much closer to the trap site.
On Feb. 21, three days after Macho B's capture, she said she went to the capture site and saw
what she later described as a tree with jaguar claw and tooth marks running up and down it.
"They told the story of how he tried to climb the tree to pull the cable off his paw, only to be
pulled down to the ground by the same cable," Brun wrote in an e-mail to the Star, describing
the braided, metal cable that is used to snare an animal by a limb. "I found pieces of his claws,
including a tip, embedded in the bark. The 'padding' on the cable was electrical tape. This is
done to ensure that the cable does not slice through the animal's skin, bone, ligaments and
joints as it fights to get free. The loop of the cable remained taut against his paw, cutting off
circulation."
In his interview on Tuesday, McCain said Brun had "done a very dirty trick here to make this
information public without talking about it first."
"This particular individual has been completely unreliable in the past and untrustworthy,"
McCain said.
Brun has worked as a volunteer and paid employee for the borderlands project since 2001. But
McCain said the project fired Brun sometime in the past month.
Brun said she had no knowledge of having been fired. She provided the Star an e-mail
exchange between McCain and her from March 19 and 20 in which he had asked her to go
with him to Sonora for 10 days in April to set up to 20 cameras, presumably to photograph
wildlife.
Brun was described as "an excellent tracker, putting in countless hours in the field each
month," in the book "Ambushed on the Jaguar Trail," an account written by Jack Childs and
his wife, Anna. He is co-founder and project coordinator for the Borderlands Jaguar Detection
Project. He and Anna, also a co-founder of the group, have been photographing jaguars in
Southern Arizona since first catching Macho B on camera in 1996.
http://azstarnet.com/news/science/environment/i-baited-jaguar-trap-r…ticle_8fa21c82-d1c9-5750-ab9a-fd2744565e01.html?print=true&cid=print
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Jack Childs, of Amado, said he knew nothing of Brun's allegations until being told of them by a
reporter. He declined to comment on them.
In their book, the Childs also thanked biologist McCain, and said, "His bulldog tenacity,
tracking ability and vast knowledge of the wild critters of the region elevate the status of the
project far beyond our expectations."
Brun was also described as "reliable, totally honest and very trustworthy" by a federal biologist
for whom she had worked as an unpaid intern at Buenos Aires National Wildlife Refuge in
2001. Brun spent a year working for the refuge, surveying, releasing and tracking endangered
masked bobwhite birds — "she was my right-hand person," recalled Mary Hunnicutt, a U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service biologist.
For years, many jaguar researchers and other wildlife biologists had wanted to capture a jaguar
to learn more about its movements and other behavior, particularly because of concerns that a
planned fence along the U.S.-Mexican border would disrupt its movements.
McCain was among the leading advocates of capture. Some environmental groups such as the
Sky Island Alliance and Center for Biological Diversity have questioned or opposed capture on
the grounds that its risks to the rare animal outweighed the benefits.
But from the moment that Game and Fish officials announced the Macho B capture, they have
stuck to their account that the capture was accidental. They have said repeatedly that that trap
and others in the area were set to trap black bears and mountain lions to study their movement
patterns and migration corridors.
"While we didn't set out to collar a jaguar as part of the mountain lion and bear research
project, we took advantage of an important opportunity," said Terry Johnson, endangered
species coordinator for the Arizona Game and Fish Department on Feb. 19, the day the state
announced the capture.
The research project began using female jaguar scat obtained from the Reid Park Zoo in 2004,
said two former volunteers for the group, Shiloh Walkosak and Sergio Avila.
Arizona is at the northern edge of the range of jaguars. In a paper published in the Journal of
Mammalogy last year, Childs and McCain said the project "provides valuable new information"
on the distribution, travel patterns, longevity and activity of jaguars in the borderlands.
Walkosak, a former Reid Park zookeeper and volunteer with the jaguar project, said she
supplied McCain and the project with female jaguar scat that she collected when the zoo's
jaguars were in their fertile periods.
"Using the scat was an ongoing part of the project up till when I left the zoo" in late 2006, she
said. "We would give him (McCain) maybe the equivalent of one bowel movement for a large
cat. He would use that for a very long period of time. He was literally putting a small smear on
a rock in front of the camera."
Walkosak and Avila, who now researches jaguars for the Sky Island Alliance, said the project
got more photos of jaguars when they began using female jaguar scat.
http://azstarnet.com/news/science/environment/i-baited-jaguar-trap-r…ticle_8fa21c82-d1c9-5750-ab9a-fd2744565e01.html?print=true&cid=print
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He and other project workers "used jaguar scat in 2004," Avila said. "That same year, as a
result of this, we obtained four photographs of jaguars."
Said Walkosak: "Afterwards we consistently got photographs whenever that (scat) scent was
used."
Reid Park Zoo administrator Susan Basford confirmed Walkosak's account, and Phoenix Zoo
president Bert Castro acknowledged the zoo provided scat for photo sites last year.
Earlier this year, the zoo agreed to resume supplying jaguar scat to McCain and the project for
use in attracting jaguars to the cameras, Basford said. McCain requested the scat to place at
camera sites, not snares, she said.

http://azstarnet.com/news/science/environment/i-baited-jaguar-trap-r…ticle_8fa21c82-d1c9-5750-ab9a-fd2744565e01.html?print=true&cid=print
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A snare is not complicated — just a thin wire with a noose that, when
triggered, closes over an animal’s leg.
The device in question was anchored to a mesquite tree near Peñasco
Canyon in the remote Atascosa Mountains, about 20 miles west of
Nogales and just north of the Mexican border.
Trail cameras designed to monitor wildlife had recently taken
photographs of a male jaguar in the area, and researchers found a likely
footprint from one of the rare spotted cats.
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Biologist Emil McCain of the Borderlands Jaguar Detection Project set
the trap on Feb. 4, 2009, and instructed his assistant, Janay Brun, to
place an attractant nearby: feces from a female jaguar in heat at the
Phoenix Zoo.
Because McCain was about to leave for Spain, he gave detailed
instructions on what to do if a cat was snared. He told Thornton “Thorry”
Smith and Michelle Crabb, biologists with the Arizona Game and Fish
Department, that trapped jaguars are so frantic and powerful they may
“just rip their arms out” trying to pull free.
McCain advised Smith to carry a rifle loaded with an anesthesia-filled
syringe because he might not be able to get close enough to use the
pistol that works for trapped mountain lions and bears. He noted that the
snare was rigged “the most jaguar-friendly way possible” with a short
anchor, swivels and a bungee cord to reduce the potential for injury.
Tape was applied at the tightening point to prevent wire cuts to an
animal’s leg.

Smith drove to Flagstaff for the rifle. Days passed. Then, sometime on
Feb. 18, 2009, an aged feline known as Macho B stepped on the
tripping mechanism with his left front paw. No one witnessed what happened next. Based on injuries and
evidence at the scene, however, there is little doubt that the creature’s escape efforts were panicked and
prolonged.
One of the jaguar’s legs was cut and severely swollen. A canine tooth was broken off at the root. Claw
fragments, hair and fluids were recovered from the tree trunk. A javelina tooth was inexplicably stuck in the
jaguar’s tail.
Brun has described the cat’s struggles in an online interview, based on her visit to the site afterward. “Macho
B fought,” she said. “I don’t know how long he fought, but he was climbing this tree, clawing the tree, biting
the tree, banging himself against (a boulder). He fought and used probably every last ounce of strength he
had. … It just absolutely killed him.”
A winter frost covered the ground when Smith and Crabb set out to check cameras and snares that same
day. Hiking into Peñasco Canyon with the long gun and a special jaguar collar, they first noticed the
footprints leading past one snare and toward another. They followed. Macho B lay on the ground, panting.
“I approached relatively unchallenged to within five meters and darted the jaguar in the left rump,” Smith told
Game and Fish officials later. “The jaguar leaped to its feet, spun around (and) hissed/growled as I backed
away.”
The dart syringe contained Telazol, a hallucinogenic drug with a knockout dosage for six hours. The Game
and Fish workers waited until the jaguar was unconscious. “We gave him a quick poke — checked his eyes
and stuff,” Crabb told investigators later. “Then we put a mask over his face.”
Smith and Crabb hobbled Macho B with rope, weighed him, put liquid tears in his eyes, placed a bag over
his head, got DNA swabs, removed scat from his colon and sprayed iodine on leg wounds. An anal
temperature showed the cat was hypothermic. They covered him with a sweatshirt.
Done with the work, they waited six hours. Smith recalled later that the cat finally raised his head and gave
“a deep, throaty growl, identical to an African lion.” Then, America’s only wild jaguar staggered to his feet
and wobbled away, still half-drugged, with a tracking collar on his neck and a yellow tag in his ear.
He would not last a fortnight.
The furor over Macho B’s death — publicly blamed on McCain as a rogue biologist — persists to this day.
Yet the truth about his demise has remained hidden for nearly three years.
An Arizona Republic investigation revealed that Macho B was caught and killed in a web of intrigue involving
environmental politics, border security, greed and scientific egos.
According to investigative files, state wildlife employees were complicit in the exotic cat’s capture, motivated
in part by their quest for government research funds that were being offered to study the impact of a border
fence on wildlife.
Documents obtained under public-records laws also reveal that the federal government’s “jaguar lead,” the
person responsible for protecting the endangered cat, was advised that snares were set in Macho B’s
territory. During a criminal probe, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service investigators wrote that she obstructed
justice and committed fraud by deleting evidence from her computers. She was not prosecuted or disciplined
in connection with Macho B’s death.
Records make it clear that the saga of Macho B continues: Some of those directly involved in his demise are
today profiting as contractors from a $771,000 Homeland Security grant to survey and conserve jaguars
along the U.S.-Mexico border. Their work, financed by U.S. taxpayers, could result in new regulations and
policies for public land in southern Arizona and might influence border- security efforts.

http://www.azcentral.com/news/articles/20121215macho-b-death-jaguar-mystery.html
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That project is administered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service “jaguar lead,” Erin Fernandez, who was
involved in Macho B’s case. She declined comment. The federal agency and the University of Arizona, which
won the contract, both refuse to discuss their research and withheld key records.
Story debunked
When Macho B was captured, Arizona Game and
Fish officials first claimed the jaguar accidentally
stepped into a research snare set for lions and
bears.
At the same time, they celebrated the event as an
opportunity for conservation. In theory, biologists
tracking a jaguar’s movement via radio collar
would better understand the animal’s behavior and
habitat needs. So Game and Fish administrators
sent e-mails of congratulations and gratitude to
McCain and others who took part in Macho B’s
capture.
But the 16-year-old cat, perhaps the oldest jaguar
ever documented in the wild, faltered from his
stressful encounter with humans. After 12 days,
he was recaptured and euthanized based on a
diagnosis of kidney failure.
A guilt-ridden Brun went to the media, divulging
the truth: Macho B had been intentionally lured
into the snare. With the government’s first
narrative debunked, state wildlife officials put forth
a second story asserting that McCain had acted
without the agency’s approval or sanction, and
had duped the department employees who helped
him.
A federal criminal investigation, an Interior
Department inspector-general probe and an
administrative review at the state Game and Fish
Department produced an estimated 14,000 pages
of evidence and testimony.
The U.S. Attorney’s Office eventually received
criminal referrals naming five suspects. In the end,
only two people — McCain and Brun — were
prosecuted for the capture and death of an
endangered animal. Neither was a government employee.
McCain, a big-cat specialist who worked under contract for the Game and Fish Department, maintained
public silence after the scandal broke. But, in e-mail interviews over several months with The Republic from
Spain and South Africa, where he continues to do wildlife research, McCain said Arizona officials
encouraged him to trap Macho B and, afterward, to conceal the crime.
“Simply put, I was set up,” said McCain. “I think that my case is much more one of being ‘lured into a trap’
than that of Macho B. ... They have made me out to be a cold-blooded killer of the animal I cared so deeply
about and worked so hard to protect for so long.”
McCain also lashed out at the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, alleging that he advised federal officials that
snares were set in the jaguar’s territory, and they did not protest or intervene.
“Basically, everybody wanted the jaguar collared, but the agencies knew there was no way in hell the
capture was ever going to be authorized,” McCain said. “If everything went well, they could be on the cutting
edge of modern conservation biology, and they would probably even thank me. But if something went wrong,
they had an easy out: ‘It was that darn egotistical Emil. He deceived us. Hell, he wasn’t even working for us.’”
In interviews and an online publication known as “Just Seeds,” Brun agreed with McCain’s analysis — even
though she expressed contempt for his conduct.
“I think they all just saw it as, ‘Here’s our chance, the only jaguar in the United States, we’re gonna get a
collar on that guy and we’re all gonna be famous,’” Brun told the online magazine. “And Emil just made
himself to be like the fall guy. ... A lot of people involved have gotten away with everything. And nothing has
changed for the benefit of the jaguar at all.”
Terry Johnson, former endangered-species coordinator for the state Game and Fish Department, said he
believes Macho B was captured because researchers got caught up in the quest for prestige and a federal
“pot of gold” being offered for studies of jaguar transborder movements.

http://www.azcentral.com/news/articles/20121215macho-b-death-jaguar-mystery.html
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“I think everything boils down to two things: One is ego and the other is money,” said Johnson. “When the
(U.S.-Mexico) border fence started to go up, and the prospect of millions of dollars to support (wildliferesearch) projects went up, then immediately the interest was broadened.”
“I do believe there was intent ... to capture Macho B, and in turn to influence the issuance of those monies.”
Johnson acknowledges that as the state’s endangered- species overseer he was culpable for “misfeasance.”
Though retired from Game and Fish, he continues working for the agency as a contract consultant on
jaguars and wolves.
Gary Hovatter, assistant director at the agency, said he is still examining records from the criminal probe.
Although about a half-dozen state employees were dismissed or disciplined, Hovatter said, he is discovering
new evidence of misconduct and negligence.
“This is a hell of a mystery,” he added. “There are a lot of lessons to learn about personalities and
motivations, ego and ambition. I’d love to know the absolute truth.”
Iconic image
The jaguar (Panthera onca) is the world’s thirdlargest feline, behind tigers and African lions, and
the lone representative of that family in the
Americas. It is also the only big cat in the Western
Hemisphere that roars.
Long before the white man arrived with guns and
poison, biology historians say, jaguars thrived in the
Southwest and ranged farther into the U.S.
Today, jaguars are found from the U.S.-Mexico
border through South and Central America. The
nearest breeding population is in Sonora, about 130
miles south of the international line. In recent
decades, only an occasional male has wandered
north into the U.S.
Because of their rarity and majesty, jaguars are
regarded as “charismatic” creatures in the U.S.
wildlife pantheon: They inspire the imagination,
provide an iconic image for environmentalists and
attract money for conservation. Their presence — or
potential presence — also foments controversy.
Even before Macho B was first spotted in Arizona,
environmentalists pressed the U.S. government to
list jaguars as endangered, and to designate “critical
habitat” that would encourage repopulation.
But many ranchers and hunters, supported by the
Arizona Game and Fish Department, opposed that
plan. They argued that jaguars are no longer viable
in the U.S. They said assigning an endangered
status and “critical habitat” would be a fruitless and
costly conservation move that would alienate cattle
ranchers and interfere with the use of public and
private land.
The dispute went beyond rhetoric. The Tucsonbased Center for Biological Diversity filed federal
and state lawsuits to establish jaguars as endangered and to force government conservation efforts.
Against that backdrop, Macho B made his first Arizona appearance in 1996, when he was treed and
photographed in the Baboquivari Mountains, a range 50 miles southwest of Tucson, by a houndsman named
Jack Childs. The cat, recognizable because of a rosette on his coat resembling Pinocchio,provided
environmentalists with a mascot for their cause.
Game and Fish authorities in Arizona and New Mexico, fearful of federal oversight and regulations, obtained
permission to take charge of jaguars in both states through a new government entity known as the Jaguar
Conservation Team, or JagCT. Despite the moniker, members advocated only one conservation measure: to
catch a jaguar and put a tracking device on it.
Johnson, an opponent of endangered-species status and habitat designation, was chair of JagCT. Childs, a
wildlife enthusiast who advocated capture, founded the Borderland Jaguar Detection Project, a non-profit
organization created to use state money to place motion-activated cameras along game trails in the hope of
capturing images of a big cat.
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By 2006, McCain, a Humboldt State University graduate student focused on jaguars, had partnered with
Childs and taken over field work with cameras. He also began trapping bears and lions under a government
contract.
According to state and federal records, those carnivores were fitted with tracking devices as surrogates so
that scientists might learn from them about jaguar travel on the border. It was unclear if the research was
valid, because no one knew whether jaguars and lions behave similarly. That question could only be
answered if a jaguar was collared.
Johnson worked with Childs and McCain to develop capture plans over the objections of environmentalists,
who knew that McCain had previously trapped at least one jaguar in Mexico that died during a botched
snaring attempt. In fact, trapping the spotted cats for conservation had proved problematic throughout the
Americas because of fatalities attributed to the stress of capture.
Nevertheless, JagCT unanimously elected to go for it. The team even produced a slide show that ended with
a picture of the state’s iconic jaguar and this message: “Macho B — the man for the job.”
The next step was to get approval from the Arizona Game and Fish director.
Before that occurred, however, news of the project leaked to the media. The Governor’s Office was
swamped with furious mail from naturalists and animal lovers, and the politicians blinked.
“They were all afraid to make a decision,” recalls Childs. “It caused a lot of frustration because everybody
wanted to catch the thing except the environmentalists.”
Plans to collar a spotted cat were stymied, but not abandoned.
Exhibit A
By 2007, illegal immigrants and drug smugglers had magnified Macho B’s political importance.
Then-President George W. Bush had approved an 18-foot-tall fence and other barriers along the ArizonaSonora border. The project, in itself controversial as a border-security measure, also incurred the wrath of
conservationists who said the fence was blocking wildlife travel routes.
The endangered jaguar loomed as Exhibit A. When the federal Fish and Wildlife Service issued a finding that
jaguars were such infrequent visitors to the U.S. that conservation efforts “cannot be defended as essential,”
environmentalists went ballistic and noted the lack of solid data to back such a position.
The debate over critical habitat had collided with border-fence politics. A year later, the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security responded by announcing plans to finance border-wildlife studies.
Competition for research grants is often stiff. According to investigative files, Arizona Game and Fish officials
began making inquiries and writing up proposals. They also exchanged e-mails with McCain and Childs,
whose Borderland Jaguar Detection Project already was doing similar work, and who had been complaining
that they were out of money.
A timeline reflects the developments.
In February 2008, Game and Fish officials traded e-mails with McCain about a $50 million Homeland
Security plan to “study and mitigate the negative impacts that the border fence would have on endangered
species.” Messages note that the telemetry collaring of a jaguar would create “funding opportunities” for the
state, and for the Jaguar Detection Project.
On Aug. 8, 2008, McCain complained in another e-mail: “Feds won’t let me catch any cats. ... Mostly they
fear the implications of the data from a GPS collar.”
Three months later, McCain messaged Ron Thompson, the Game and Fish administrator for lions and
bears, with a recent jaguar photograph from the border and a note that “Macho B is alive and well.”
Thompson answered: “Great news of Macho B. I would like to reemphasize the need to watch the trapping
situation and to know if there is a possibility of snaring him soon.”
About the same time, the head of research for Game and Fish was working on plans “in case we catch one
of the spots,” according to an e-mail from Smith to McCain. In interviews, McCain said Thompson had told
him department Director Larry Voyles also had been advised and “would support a jaguar capture.”
In early December 2008, McCain, Thompson and other Game and Fish employees attended a conference
with the Fish and Wildlife Service to discuss the chance of getting cash for border-carnivore studies. The
event was convened by Fernandez, the federal “jaguar lead.” E-mail records from late 2008 through early
2009 indicate Fernandez was advised of Macho B’s presence in the trapping area.
Days later, McCain said, he and an assistant met with Thompson at McCain’s house in Patagonia. According
to McCain, Thompson’s conversation was all about catching a jaguar for prestige and federal money. “He
stated several times, ‘What you need to do is get a GPS collar on a jaguar — not in Mexico, but in the U.S.,
on Macho B.’”
The next morning, McCain said, Thompson “placed a paper bag in my truck containing fresh jaguar scent. ...
In a later phone call he asked if I had found the ‘little present.’”
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Thompson denied each of McCain’s allegations. He said he did not know about or encourage any effort to
capture Macho B, and had not been aware that McCain used jaguar scat as a lure at camera and snare
sites. “We now know he lied about this and much more,” Thompson added.
Fernandez did not respond to interview requests.
Facing a dilemma
At Game and Fish headquarters, administrators faced a dilemma: On the one hand, environmentalists were
sure to raise a ruckus over any capture plan. On the other hand, a federal jackpot was looming to study
transborder movements. The Jaguar Conservation Team wanted to collar a cat, and McCain also was
clamoring for money.
On Dec. 4, 2008, according to federal investigative records, Johnson presented a question to Voyles: “Do we
pull the trigger on authorization or not?” The two Game and Fish officials later told criminal investigators the
answer was a decisive “no” because Macho B was too old and presumably feeble to withstand such a
trauma.
But Johnson did not issue a memo or advise colleagues of that decision. Instead, he sent Thompson and
others a message under the heading: “Jaguar: Homeland Security Funding.” In it, he wrote something very
different: “I also discussed Macho B with Director Voyles again yesterday. I am now putting the final touches
on an authorization - to - capture - and- collar memo. The TENTATIVE plan is for Larry to brief the Governor
next week.”
Johnson closed the e-mail with a warning: “Please don’t take any of this information outside of this loop. That
includes agency folks. I do not want to see another anti-trapping postcard/letter/e-mail campaign.”
In interviews, Johnson insisted a capture was to be approved only if a younger jaguar showed up. He said
Voyles planned to speak with then-Gov. Janet Napolitano because she was about to become director of the
U.S. Department of Homeland Security. “Janet was the deep pocket,” Johnson noted.
The meeting with Napolitano never occurred.
Assertions that Macho B was not the target appear to be contradicted by a Game and Fish report published
Feb. 2, 2009, outlining a proposed budget of more than $3 million to catch a jaguar. The draft document
announced that Arizona, New Mexico, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and JagCT “propose to capture,
collar (with GPS and satellite technology) and monitor jaguars in this region. To start, likely a jaguar referred
to as Macho B would be selected for monitoring.”
In interviews with The Republic, Johnson took responsibility for the report but said its reference to Macho B
was flat-out “wrong.” He said he cannot explain the error, then added, “I am truly shocked that, given its
content, the document never surfaced” during the criminal probe.
Johnson said he had a series of strokes and underwent brain surgery during the time leading up to Macho
B’s death, and still suffers from migraines. He said he did not encourage, approve or know about a plan to
capture Macho B, but believes others conspired to do so.
An agent for the Fish and Wildlife Service discussed possible motives while interrogating a witness during
the criminal investigation.
“The fence is a big issue,” he noted, “and it kind of plays into this. The environmental community stood to
gain a lot of information by having to collar a jaguar and then noticing it bouncing back and forth through
Mexico. And it would have been a good thing to tell Department of Homeland Security, ‘Don’t finish this
fence. We’ve got an endangered jaguar coming in here.’
“And there’s all this DHS funding being pushed around, everyone from Game and Fish chomping at the bit to
get their hands on that money.”
Baiting the snare
On Feb. 3, 2009, McCain sent a new trail-camera photo of Macho B to state and federal wildlife officials.
“Look at that!” he wrote. “Now, some have called him geriatric. I’d like to see them say that to his face.”
Fernandez, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service biologist responsible for jaguars, answered, “Macho B is
looking good!”
At the time, McCain was preparing to visit his girlfriend in Spain and needed someone to take over his field
work. On Feb. 4, 2009, he led Game and Fish biologist Smith on a tour of the camera and snare lines with
Brun, the volunteer for Borderlands Jaguar Detection Project.
According to investigative records, McCain brought a bag of scat obtained from a female jaguar at the
Phoenix Zoo and warned the others, “It’s kind of hush-hush.”
Brun said McCain directed her to place the feces next to several cameras while saving some for a snare.
She followed instructions. Brun recalled in her online interview that she hesitated and questioned him, but he
insisted, “Everything’s cool, everything’s legal. We’ve got permits, don’t worry.”
McCain disputes one portion of her account: He claims it was he who baited the snare, not Brun.
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A day later, McCain flew to Europe. In an e-mail to his doctoral adviser at Humboldt State, he wrote: “We are
now running snares exactly where Macho B has been in the last (redacted). No need to talk about this until it
happen(s), if it ever does. Game and Fish will have officially caught him inadvertently. … The higher ups in
the agency are fully aware of what is happening and we are all on the same page. The timing may be perfect
for me to be out of the country.”
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Emil McCain, the wildlife biologist held criminally responsible for the
death of Macho B in 2009, was involved in the fatal trapping of another
spotted cat in Mexico six years earlier, using duct tape and baling wire
during the mistake-plagued capture.
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In an e-mail interview with The Arizona Republic, McCain provided a
detailed account of the 2003 snaring effort in Sonora. As with Macho B,
he said, the animal was old and probably died from stress.
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“We were given obsolete and ineffective immobilization equipment, and
insufficient training,” he added.
McCain said he and another trapper, Sergio Avila, were contracted by
Defenders of Wildlife and the Northern (Mexico) Jaguar Project to put
collars on big cats in an area that is now a jaguar reserve.
He said the specimen was already in trouble when they arrived to check
the snare.
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“This big male was extremely stressed and overheating in an open area
with the Sonoran sun blazing and no shade,” McCain wrote. “He was
captured by a hind leg, which gave him a wide range of movement,
increasing his chances of hurting himself or one of us. Each time we
tried to approach to dart him with the breath-propelled blowgun, he
roared and charged with all his strength.”
McCain noted that the blowgun had a limited range compared with an
air rifle, which should have been used to shoot an anesthetic dart into
the cat. His account continued:
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“We tried again and again to approach close enough (within 4-5 meters)
to blow the drug-filled dart from the tube and into his tensed muscles,
each time with no luck. Sergio would approach the captured cat first to
get his attention and distract him, while I snuck up behind and tried to
blow the dart into the heavy muscle on his rump.
“Directly after charging Sergio and coming to a stop at the end of the snare cable, the jaguar would crouch
and growl while still locking eyes with Sergio. At that instant I would quickly close the distance and fire a
rushed shot with the blowpipe. At the sound of my forced breath, his tensed muscles would flex as he sprung
toward me, the dart simply bouncing off his tight muscles and me diving to exit the circle of torn-up ground
that was within his reach at the end of the 3-meter cable snare.
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“Desperate, we would load another dart and try again ... Finally, all of our tranquilizer darts lay broken and
bent inside the jaguar’s ring of terror and out of our reach.
“As a last resort,” McCain continued, “we used duct tape and bailing wire to fasten a 5 CC syringe to the end
of a long light-weight sotol agave stock. We had tried the best we could, but knew we knew we were running
out of time and options. We loaded the syringe and successfully delivered our last attempt to immobilize the
stressed animal.”
Because the animal was so stressed, McCain wrote, the narcotic impact was diminished. “He was not fully
immobilized, but wheeling and attempting to lift himself to escape. As ferocious as he had been during the
whole ordeal, we feared he could injure himself or one of us during the collaring process, so we administered
additional immobilization drugs ... We placed him in the best shade available, and several times we wet him
down with cool rubbing alcohol, to aid in evaporative cooling. But the hot Sonoran sun was just too much for
the jaguar’s overheated and overstressed and quite possibly overdosed old body to handle.”
McCain said he had successfully captured a jaguar one day earlier in Mexico, and had snared two in Costa
Rica.
He also said that after Macho B’s death, he worked with jaguars on Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula, returning
cats to the wild that had been illegally trapped by poachers. He said one of the animals was successfully
released wearing Macho B’s collar, but was killed several months later by a man who said it was eating his
domestic turkeys.
“The story of this female jaguar is rather a firm reminder of the serious on-going problems that jaguars are
facing throughout their range,” he wrote. “The only way that many large carnivores can persist in the modern
world is if humans work hard to make it possible. The best tool we have to do that is science.”
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Southwest Jaguars
A voice for the jaguars of the Southwest United States

Emil McCain pleads guilty
Well, I am saddened by this news but not surprised, as the wind was blowing that way. Emil shot
himself in the foot professionally and he’s going to pay the price. The entire Macho B saga has been
one ugly scene and it probably isn’t done yet. Here’s the story from the AZ Star:
(http://www.azstarnet.com)
IN PLEA, MCCAIN ADMITS TELLING CO-WORKER TO ATTEMPT TO LURE MACHO B TO
SNARE SITE
Tony Davis and Tim Steller Arizona Daily Star
The biologist at the center of the controversy over a jaguar’s capture and subsequent death last year
admitted Friday in federal court that he tried to snare the animal, known as Macho B.
Emil McCain pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor crime: illegal take of an endangered species. To “take”
means to knowingly harass, harm, pursue, trap or kill, in violation of the Federal Endangered Species
Act, court records show.
McCain, 31, of Patagonia, was immediately sentenced to five years’ probation and fined $1,000.
In the plea agreement, McCain admitted an allegation that he had previously denied – that on Feb. 4,
2009, he told a female co-worker to place jaguar scat at snare sites in an effort to lure and capture the
rare jaguar.
Previously, McCain had denied directing the woman, Janay Brun, with whom he worked on the
nonprofit Borderlands Jaguar Detection Project, to place scat at the snare sites and said that if she did
it, it was at her own initiative.
But Friday, he admitted to placing the scat or directing a woman to place the scat at three snare trap
sites in an attempt to capture Macho B, the last known wild jaguar in the United States. He also
admitted that he lacked permission to intentionally capture a jaguar.
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The jaguar was found in the trap two weeks later by Arizona Game and Fish Department biologists
working on what was supposed to have been a study of black bears and mountain lions.
“There was no authorization to intentionally capture a jaguar,” McCain wrote in his signed plea
agreement.
The aging jaguar was radio-collared by Game and Fish and released, but after it slowed down in the
wild, it was recaptured 12 days later and euthanized due to kidney problems.
Under McCain’s probation, he cannot be employed by or involved in any large-cat or large-carnivore
project or study in the Unites States during that time.
When he leaves the country, he is allowed to be on unsupervised probation. McCain has worked as a
biologist in Mexico, Spain and Costa Rica.
“He is done with the federal investigation and he has taken responsibility for whatever part he has in
it,” said his Tucson attorney, Alfred Donau III.
Encountered Friday afternoon at the federal courthouse in Tucson, McCain declined to talk about the
case and walked away from a reporter. He had made his plea to Federal Magistrate Bernardo Velasco.
Until Friday, it was unclear if McCain would face charges. But in a procedure sometimes used by
prosecutors, McCain was charged, pleaded guilty and was sentenced all in one day.
The federal government has had a criminal investigation since April 2009 into questions such as
whether the Endangered Species Act was violated in the capture of Macho B. The criminal
investigation is continuing, said Winn Hornbuckle, a U.S. Attorney’s Office spokesman in Phoenix.
In late March 2009, Brun, a research technician with the Jaguar Detection project, alleged in an
interview with the Arizona Daily Star that McCain had ordered her to put female scat at the trap site.
McCain denied the charge at the time.
But Thornton “Thorry” Smith, then a biologist for Arizona Game and Fish, later told state
investigators that McCain said scat had been placed at the sites of remote cameras near the eventual
trap site. Originally, Game and Fish said the capture was accidental, occurring as part of its bear-lion
study.
In his plea agreement Friday, McCain said he knew there had been recent evidence that a jaguar had
appeared in the area of the snares. Photographs had been taken near the capture site in January 2009.
In his testimony to Game and Fish investigators, Smith admitted to lying to federal investigators
about his role in the case – for which he was later fired – and concocting with McCain a coverup of
the scat placement. But under the terms in which he testified, Smith can’t be prosecuted for what he
told the state.
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Brun may now face prosecution. On Friday, she said she had been told by a U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service investigator that she would receive a summons today to appear in federal court next
Thursday in connection with the jaguar case.
Nicholas Chavez, the Wildlife Service’s Southwest law enforcement chief, said Brun is probably being
summoned to face whatever charges the U.S. Attorney’s Office plans to bring against her. U.S.
Attorney’s Office spokesman Hornbuckle declined to comment.
Brun said she was frustrated that McCain’s sentence wasn’t stiffer.
Because of Smith’s statement about the coverup and because of McCain’s involvement in other
incidents in which jaguars died, “I don’t think he should be allowed to be near any big cat or any
animal in any country,” said Brun.
In 2003, McCain worked on a jaguar capture in Sonora in which the animal died within a day after his
release. McCain and another biologist acknowledged that they lacked proper training or equipment.
Last year, McCain worked in a project in the Mexican state of Yucatan in which two jaguars died
shortly after their release from captivity. One died of causes never determined. The other was killed
by people in the area, according to an account published by the International Union for Conservation
of Nature.
More
from
the
Washington
Post
here
(http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2010/05/14/AR2010051405410.html).
This entry was posted on May 15, 2010 at 7:51 pm and is filed under Endangered Species Act, jaguars.
You can follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2.0 feed. You can leave a response, or
trackback from your own site.
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PHOENIX — A southern Arizona biologist pleaded guilty on Friday to a misdemeanor federal charge
for his role in the 2009 trapping and subsequent death
(http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/greenspace/2009/12/arizona-jaguar-endangered.html) of a rare
jaguar known as "Macho B."
Emil McCain, 31, of Patagonia entered his plea to illegally "taking" an endangered species in U.S.
District Court in Tucson and was immediately sentenced to five years' probation. McCain was also
barred from being employed or involved in any project or job involving large wild cats, according to his
plea agreement.
McCain worked with the Borderlands Jaguar Detection Project, which was contracted by a joint New
Mexico-Arizona jaguar conservation team to study the elusive big cats.
A Game and Fish employee who worked with McCain has been fired.
A U.S. attorney's office spokesman said the criminal investigation was ongoing but wouldn't comment
on whether others might also be charged. Another investigation into the matter by the state wildlife
department was also ongoing.
Macho B was trapped on Feb. 18, 2009, fitted with a radio collar and released. Game and Fish initially
called it an "inadvertent capture" and a potential treasure trove for scientists trying to determine if the
cats lived in the U.S. or just were occasional visitors from Mexico.
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The jaguar was recaptured because of health problems and euthanized on March 2, 2009. It was the
only known wild jaguar in the United States.
It wasn't until several months later that questions began to arise about whether the jaguar had been
intentionally the target of Game and Fish trappers who were looking for cougars and bears.
According to the plea agreement McCain signed, he placed jaguar scat or told a woman on the trapping
team to place jaguar scat at three snare sites in an attempt to capture and trap the jaguar.
McCain knew a jaguar had recently been in the remote area between Arivaca and Nogales, and the
Game and Fish team he was working with had authorization to trap only mountain lions and bears for
research, his plea stated.
"We now know that McCain acted in a personal capacity to intentionally capture a jaguar," Arizona
Game and Fish said in a statement. "McCain's admission of guilt supports the Arizona Game and Fish
Department's longstanding assertion that agency personnel did not set out with intention to capture a
jaguar.
"Until the Department has access to the federal investigation, the department's own internal
investigation continues to be open and ongoing."
McCain's lawyer, Alfred Donau, said his client has already taken a job out of the country as a wildlife
biologist but wouldn't disclose where. Donau told the Associated Press Friday that although McCain
was remorseful that the jaguar had died, the trapping would have had much different results if the cat
had lived because he was seeking scientific data for conservation purposes.
"If this jaguar hadn't been the equivalent of 100 years old human age and he lived, it would have been a
huge boon to scientific research, because we would have known with a collar on him whether or not he
was from Mexico or the native range was Arizona," Donau said.
"If the cat hadn't died, there would have been a much different point of view of what took place here.
This isn't a case where somebody went out and tried to kill an animal."
The largest cats native to the Western hemisphere live primarily in Mexico, Central and South America.
But they're known to roam in southern Arizona and New Mexico and are the only type of cat native to
North America that roars.
Jaguars were thought to have been eliminated in the U.S. by 1990 until two were spotted in 1996 in
southern Arizona. The capture of Macho B was the first in the U.S.
RELATED JAGUAR STORIES:
Critical habitat for endangered jaguar to be protected, federal officials announce
(http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/unleashed/2010/01/jaguar-ruling.html)
Your morning adorable: Jaguar cubs at the Berlin Zoo
(http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/unleashed/2009/05/jaguar-cubs-at-the-berlin-zoo.html)
-- Bob Christie, Associated Press
Photo: Macho B in a February 2009 photo. Credit: Associated Press
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